
Welcome to TOK

The Theory of Knowledge
With Your Host - Mr. Black

Please open your composition books (or whatever else you will be 
writing on at the moment).  Without any discussion, on the first page 

write Commonalities across the top.  Then make three lists:  

Three things I have in common with someone in the classroom, three 
different things I have in common with someone else at this school 

and three different things I have in common with someone else in this 
world. 



To Theory of Knowledge

Welcome



Your connections to others

How you see, what you know, what they know, and those 

interactions are what this class is all about.  

But now…..



Prepare for the Journey



For Now You Are



Lost at Sea



Lost at Sea
You have chartered a yacht with friends, for the holiday trip of a lifetime across
the Atlantic Ocean. Because none of you have any previous sailing experience, you
have hired an experienced skipper and two-person crew.  Unfortunately in mid 
Atlantic a fierce fire breaks out in the ships galley and the skipper and crew have 
been lost whilst trying to fight the blaze. Much of the yacht is destroyed and is slowly 
sinking.  Your location is unclear because vital navigational and radio equipment have 
been damaged in the fire. Your best estimate is that you are many hundreds of miles 
from the nearest landfall.  You and your friends have managed to save 15 items, 
undamaged and intact after the fire. In addition, you have salvaged a four man 
rubber life craft and a box of matches.

Your task is to rank the 15 items in terms of their importance for you, as you wait to
be rescued. Place the number 1 by the most important item, the number 2 by the
second most important and so forth until you have ranked all 15 items.





Instructions
1. Provide a ‘lost at sea ranking chart’ for every member of your group.
2. Ask each person to take 5 minutes to decide their own rankings, and record
the choices in the left-hand Step 1 column.
3. Invite everyone to get into teams of 3/4. Encourage the group to discuss their
individual choices and work together to agree on a collaborative list. Allow 10
minutes for this section. Record the group rankings in the second column
(team rankings).
4. The correct answers were suggested by the US Coastguard. Display the
‘expert’ rankings on a PowerPoint presentation, whiteboard or photocopy.
Compare your individual and group answers with the correct answers and
determine a score.
5. For each item, mark the number of points that your score differs from the
Coastguard ranking and then add up all the points. Disregard plus or minus
differences. The lower the total, the better your score.
6. As the groups work together, sharing thoughts and ideas, this should produce
an improved score over the individual results. Discuss with your group why
the scores were different? What changed their minds? And was this enough
to survive?

an instrument with a 

graduated arc of 60°

and a sighting 

mechanism, used for 

measuring the angular 

distances between 

objects and especially 

for taking altitudes in 
navigation



Coastguard expert analysis
According to the experts, in this case the US Coastguard, the basic supplies 
needed when a person is stranded mid-ocean are articles to attract 
attention and aid survival until rescue arrives. A transatlantic trip takes 
roughly 20 days; significantly less with good winds and significantly more 
without them.  Articles for navigation are of little importance since even if 
a small life raft were capable of reaching land, it would be impossible to 
store enough food and water to survive for that amount of time. Without 
signaling devices, there is almost no chance of being spotted and rescued.
So, the list below is the ranking order of the items according to their 
importance to your survival:









When do we learn more, when we agree or 
disagree?  Write you explanation.

Do Now



We are in this together



• Contact Information

• Mr. Black – Black.Christopher.S@muscogee.k12.ga.us

• www.hardawayart.com

• Purchase at least one composition notebook.  All 
daily entries will go in here. 

• Major Projects/ Assignments

• TOK Presentation (there will be more than one)

• TOK Essay

• THE OFFICIAL ESSAY WILL NOT HAPPEN UNTIL NEXT 
FALL

TOK Syllabus Important Points

mailto:Black.Christopher.S@muscogee.k12.ga.us
http://www.hardawayart.com/


• Grade Breakdown:
• Participation: 20% - Active Engagement 
• Daily Grades: 40%  -CAS Activities, Journal Entries
• Major Grades: 40%  - CAS Portfolio Checks, EE Assignments, 

Presentations, and Essays 

• Make Up Work
• If you are absent, please find a means to make up any necessary 

work.  

• TOK is a requirement of the IB Diploma program.  Failure to meet the 
standards of the course will result in removal from the program.

• All Daily notes, homework, in-class assignments, essays, research, and 
Knowledge Questions MUST appear in your composition notebook.

• Journal entries must indicate significant thought in order to be 
counted.



• Class Components:
• TOK – The Theory of Knowledge
• CAS – Creativity, Action, and Service
• EE- The Extended Essay
• The IB World – Calendar of events,
Survival here and beyond



Hardaway IB and the 

Theory of Knowledge



Why are you here?
• To keep from having to attend school X, Y, or Z

•Because you heard Hardaway was “cool”

•My Mama made me come here

•To play on some sports team

•Other reasons?



Who are you?
• Write down…

• five qualities that describe you.

• one thing that makes you unique.

• one of your greatest strengths.

• one way you are “better” than others.

• one way you are “worse” than others.

• How do you judge yourself against others?

• How do you judge others against yourself?

• How else can you answer the question “who are you?”



Make a quick sketch of a river.  It does not have to be 
the one here. Keep it simple.  This is not Art class so 
it does not matter how it looks.

“No man ever steps 

in the same river 

twice, for it's not the 

same river and he's 

not the same man.” 

- Heraclitus

Do Now



Why should you be here?
•To prepare yourself for “the next level”

•To improve yourself

•To challenge yourself

•To embrace the journey

• What is the common 

element in these things?



What does it mean 
to “embrace the 

journey”?

Do Now



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8P7Ni1NwB0&feature=youtu.be

I Seek Failure: Adam Kreek at TEDxVictoria 2013 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H8P7Ni1NwB0&feature=youtu.be


Open-Mindedness
• What does this mean?

• “We critically appreciate our own cultures and 

personal histories, as well as the values and traditions 

of others. We seek and evaluate a range of points of 

view, and we are willing to grow from the experience.” 

– IBO

• Does this include… 

• tolerance?

• acceptance of differences?

• not judging others as compared to ourselves?

• How can we legitimately judge others?  

What is the basis of measurement?



Who do you want to be?
• Write down…

• 2 goals you have for your life (career, family, personal, etc.)

• one thing you can do to help achieve each of the above goals

• 3 qualities about yourself you would like to improve

• one thing you can do to help improve the above qualities

• one strength you have that you can use to help yourself and 

at least one way you can do so

• one strength you have that you can use to help others and at 

least one way you can do so



The IB Mission Statement
The International Baccalaureate® aims to develop 

inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people who 

help to create a better and more peaceful world through 

intercultural understanding and respect.

To this end the organization works with schools, 

governments and international organizations to develop 

challenging programmes of international education and 

rigorous assessment.

These programmes encourage students across the world 

to become active, compassionate and lifelong learners 

who understand that other people, with their differences, 

can also be right.
http://www.ibo.org/en/about-the-ib/mission/



What is Theory of Knowledge?



Maybe this will help



A Cup of Tea
Nan-in, a Japanese master during the 
Meiji era, received a university professor 
who came to inquire about Zen.

Nan-in served tea.  He poured his 
visitor’s cup full, and then kept on 
pouring.

The professor watched the overflow until 
he no longer could restrain himself.  “It is 
overfull.  No more will go in!”

“Like this cup,” Nan-in said, “you are full 
of your own opinions and speculations.  
How can I show you Zen unless you first 
empty your cup?”



Do Now - How does a student 
show respect to another 
student?



Class Rules: There is only one class rule, but it comes in many 
forms.  The rule is:

Respect – This means you must respect Mr. Black, the 

class as a whole, every other individual, the school, pretty much 
anything you can think of, but most importantly you must respect 
yourself and hold yourself to high standards both academically 
and behaviorally.

Ground Rules Handout

The fine print – Raise your hand, listen, bano when you need to, stay engaged, no phones 
without authorization, no side conversations, clean up after yourself, and in general just be an 
awesome and amazing person



Quote to Ponder

Philosophy is to be studied not for the sake of any 
definite answers to its questions, since no definite 
answers can, as a rule, be known to be true, but 
rather for the sake of the questions themselves; 
because these questions enlarge our conception of 
what is possible, enrich our intellectual imagination 
and diminish the dogmatic assurance which closes the 
mind against speculation; but above all because, 
through the greatness of the universe which 
philosophy contemplates, the mind is also rendered 
great, and becomes capable of that union with the 
universe which constitutes its highest good.

- Bertrand Arthur William 
Russell, 3rd Earl Russell, OM, FRS was a British philosopher, logician, mathematician, historian, writer, social critic and political activist



Copy and ponder this quote. 

The unexamined life is not 
worth living.

- Socrates



Copy and write a response to the following quote. 

The world is very complex, and the more 
interpretations of it that make themselves available to 
us, the more free and effective we will be in the 
world.  Philosophical concepts are like tools.  The 
bigger our repertoire of tools, the more effective our 
work.

- Donald Palmer



What is TOK?

• The TOK course “challenges students and their 
teachers to reflect critically on diverse ways of 
knowing and areas of knowledge and to consider 
the role knowledge plays in a global society. It 
encourages students to become aware of 
themselves as thinkers to become aware of the 
complexity of knowledge and to recognize the need 
to act responsibility in an increasingly 
interconnected world.” 
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Relationship of TOK within the IB.

• TOK is at the core of the IB programme.

• It sits alongside the extended essay and CAS.

• It is designed to develop a coherent approach to 
learning which transcends and unifies the academic 
areas and encourages appreciation of other cultural 
perspectives.



Interdisciplinary and relevant 
to personal experience!



Helps you to think differently….



Questions how you see things…



Looks for different answers…..



Suggests a reasoned approach to personal decisions 



Questions our ethical choices



Do Now - What was one 
major event that has 
occurred in your life?





You will have just 45minutes for this activity
•Illustrate your life’s journey to this point, making sure to 
include major events and turning points in making you who 
you are today. 
•You may illustrate in any manner you see fit –comic, song, 
short story, series of sketches, etc.
•After you have finished illustrating, write a reflective 
statement on how each major event has contributed to the 
way you see the world today.
•Present/explain your journey to the class.

The Journey



1. Who are you? five qualities that describe you, one thing that makes you unique, one of your greatest strengths, one way you 
are “better” than others, one way you are “worse” than others.

2. How do you judge yourself against others?, How do you judge others against yourself?, How else can you answer the 
question “who are you?”

3. I Seek Failure: Adam Kreek at TEDxVictoria 2013 – Notes 

4. Who do you want to be? 2 goals you have for your life (career, family, personal, etc.), one thing you can do to help achieve 
each of the above goals, 3 qualities about yourself you would like to improve, one thing you can do to help improve the 
above qualities, one strength you have that you can use to help yourself and at least one way you can do so, one strength you
have that you can use to help others and at least one way you can do so

5. Git Gob - Notes

6. Donald Palmer quote (The world is very complex) and notes

7. “The Journey” Reflection 

8. Howard Garner – multiple intelligences, 1.How could this information be useful to you?  2.How do you think this impacts your 
view of the world?

9. Learning styles and the Importance of Critical Self Reflection Ted Video  - Notes

10. Myers Briggs Notes, How could this information be useful to you? ,How do you think this impacts your view of the world?

11. Has your journey through life affected your personality type or has your personality type influenced the course of actions you 
have taken?  Explain.



If I needed you to get from one place to another, 
what would be the best method of helping you?

• Verbal Instructions
• Drawn Map
• Drive you there to 

see the process 
first hand



Do we all learn in the 

same way?





How do YOU learn?
•Multiple Intelligences –Howard Gardner
•Take the assessment at the following link to determine what your 
dominant learning styles are and read the results -
http://www.literacynet.org/mi/assessment/findyourstrengths.html
• Write down all of your results.  Then copy and answer the 

questions below. 

1.How could this information be useful to you? 
2.How do you think this impacts your view of the world?





Which area 
was your 
weakest?  
How has that 
affected your 
learning?



Learning styles and the 
Importance of Critical 

Self Reflection

TED video – Tesia Marshik

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=855Now8h5Rs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=855Now8h5Rs


Your learning style is not the same thing 
as your personality.  Is there any 
connection though?



Myers-Briggs Personality Test
• Carl Jung’s Psychological Types

• Take the assessment at the following link to determine what 
your personality type is and read about your results -
http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/jtypes2.asp

• Write down all of your results 

Introverted-quiet Extroverted – outgoing 
Intuitive-sees patterns Sensing- facts and details 
Feeling – prioritize people Thinking-logical
Judging-prefer order Perceiving-freedom and flexibility

http://www.humanmetrics.com/cgi-win/jtypes2.asp


http://www.truity.com/view/types

http://www.truity.com/view/types


http://www.truity.com/view/types

http://www.truity.com/view/types








http://www.npr.org/programs/invisibilia/482836315/the-personality-myth

Personality Myth

http://www.npr.org/programs/invisibilia/482836315/the-personality-myth


Write your response to the 
questions below

1. How could this 
information be useful to 
you? 

2. How do you think this 
impacts your view of the 
world?



Has your journey through life affected your 
personality type or has your personality type 
influenced the course of actions you have taken?  
Explain.



1. Who are you? five qualities that describe you, one thing that makes you unique, one of your greatest strengths, one way you 
are “better” than others, one way you are “worse” than others.

2. How do you judge yourself against others?, How do you judge others against yourself?, How else can you answer the 
question “who are you?”

3. I Seek Failure: Adam Kreek at TEDxVictoria 2013 – Notes 

4. Who do you want to be? 2 goals you have for your life (career, family, personal, etc.), one thing you can do to help achieve 
each of the above goals, 3 qualities about yourself you would like to improve, one thing you can do to help improve the 
above qualities, one strength you have that you can use to help yourself and at least one way you can do so, one strength you
have that you can use to help others and at least one way you can do so

5. Git Gob - Notes

6. Donald Palmer quote (The world is very complex) and notes

7. “The Journey” Reflection 

8. Howard Garner – multiple intelligences, 1.How could this information be useful to you?  2.How do you think this impacts your 
view of the world?

9. Learning styles and the Importance of Critical Self Reflection Ted Video  - Notes

10. Myers Briggs Notes, How could this information be useful to you? ,How do you think this impacts your view of the world?

11. Has your journey through life affected your personality type or has your personality type influenced the course of actions you 
have taken?  Explain.


